OMEGAS TO PRESENT MINSTREL IN MARCH

Thirty Characters to Take Part in Elaborately Planned, Fun Presentation.

PLEDGES ARE ASSISTING

Fun, mirth, and laughter, will be in order when the local chapter of the OMEGA Psi Chapter of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., presents its annual minstrel, the Feb. 1st, 1931, at the Ritz Theatre. This presentation promises to be, positively, one of the biggest hits to be held on the campus this year. The cast is composed of thirty individuals, twenty-two comic clowns, and eight live wire fun-makers. This OMEGA minstrel, is being given with the co-operation of the Lampadus club and with the understanding of the two groups, such can neither be overdressed or underspent. The exact date and time are not to be announced as yet, but posterity signifying the same will be the cause.

FRESHMEN-SOPHOMORES SPIN ON ANNUAL DANCE

Cod-e Realize the Situation. Go Ahead And Hold Called-Off Party. Surprise to Boys.

WAS SPIRITED MATTER ALL WAY

Whether the "tendency of American colleges to over-emphasize athletics" was set by the first rub between the freshmen and the sophomore classes in their recent twenty-first annual debate, resulting in a tie vote, is a matter of whether the freshmen class having a larger membership, should assume a "college is to over-emphasize athletics". This seems to be a matter of whether the freshmen class having a larger membership, should assume a larger membership. It is said to have been "the greatest debate that ever was had in this college on the campus. It has replaced the old bell which has regulated the class room schedule and activities of this college since the beginning of the institution. The system consists of nine buildings.

BELL SYSTEM INSTALLED TO CONTACT 9 BUILDINGS

One of the things that comes to us with the completion of our new building is a motor electric clock. This clock is installed in the registration office and is connected with all of the buildings on the campus. It has replaced the old bell which has regulated the class room schedule and activities of this college since the beginning of the institution. The system consists of nine buildings.

A.T. RADIO STATION GETS FEDERAL RATING

Professor Haswell Has Received Several Certificates From Our National Government.

Mostly one of the most interesting features to be found in the school of technology is the wireless telegraphy station W4JW, operated under the auspices of the department of electrical engineering. The station bands of having achieved several honors which are evidenced by many amateur wireless operators, its chief operator, Prof. A. G. Haswell, has won top prizes from the national government for speed in the manipulation of the apparatus, as well as several similar certificates from international, and national telegraphy clubs. Its best speed is recorded for being 49 words per minute.

The apparatus includes two sections, one for sending, and one for receiving messages. The entire plant operates upon the short wave system which enables it to be used at distant points. It is for these reasons that it has been awarded a W4JW. The station operates from state to state, and is a model of the Morse code which is commonly called the "Dot-" system. (Continued on Page Two)

H. B. THORNTON ELECTED PRES. OF KLODD-HOPPER

 Election Came About at Last Session of the Annual Affair, Jewel and Outstanding Head.

According to the custom of previous years, the election of the succeeding president of the KLODD-HOPPER was in order, on the night of that occasion. Many students were nominated to that office but Mr. H. B. Thornton, a member of the junior class was elected by a large majority. Mr. Thornton has very ably served us as President of the Klodd Hopper, and the students look forward to his presidency with great anticipation. His success is due to his good character and fine leadership.

GIBBS IS ELECTED HEAD STATE COLLEGE GROUP

Meeting Is Most Successful One Ever Held; To Convene Next at Bennett College.

The North Carolina Negro College conference—which comprises the Negro college educational leaders of this state—held its annual meeting atJohnson C. Smith, university of Charlotte. It is said to have been "the greatest session in its history." At this meeting Professor W. E. Gibbs, dean of the music school of A. & T. college, was elected president of this progressive conference. The outlook for the conference seems to be extremely favorable, as Dean Gibbs is outlining plans for its development. It is thought that this conference will prove very valuable to the Negro college youth from now on as it has always been so helpful. The problems will be those of fundamental significance to every college youth. The next meeting in its kind is to be held at Bennett college, Greensboro next winter.